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RATIONS
front

contributors
Argentinean native leonardo Manco 

has quickly become a fan favorite in 

the American comics industry. coming 

from a working class background he 

understand the value of hard work and 

it shows in his ridiculously detailed 

illustrations. utilizing a realistic style, 

leo who remains humble and incredibly 

appreciative, pushes gritty authenticity 

to the maximum in every project he 

takes on. From his eye-opening run on 

Hellblazer at dc to his current stint at 

radical illustrating critically acclaimed 

titles such as Damaged and Driver for 

the Dead, he continues to produce 

highly polished artwork with talented 

writers who share his passion.

Barnaby ward is a very good and 

well regarded painter. he has won the 

hearts and minds of a lot of people 

and mom always says: “you’re the 

best!”. he knows he will one day win 

a great trophy for his really good art, 

so he continues to paint in the hopes 

of fulfilling his lifelong dream!! barnaby 

has some great philosophies on life, 

and is often quoted as saying “the 

world needs really good art. i just want 

to help the world be better and stuff.” 

barnaby currently resides on an island 

with some things.

Steve uy is most known as the creator/

artist of his creator-owned books 

Feather and Jova’s Harvest, as well 

as illustrating Marvel and dc books 

such as Uncanny X Men, Avengers 

Initiative, JSA Classified, and Legion of 

Superheroes Animated. he is currently 

writing, illustrating, and directing his 

ios and android srPG game, World 

Without End, coming soon. steve’s  

books, Feather, Jova’s Harvest, Mortal/

Immortal, and Titan’s Tears are currently 

available on the Kindle bookstore (must 

search “steve uy” in quotes).

www.steveuy.com

Award-winning visual artists and 

authors Adam and Nick hayes are 

identical twin brothers, born and raised 

in london, england. their renowned 

skills and talents cover many creative 

genres such as: art direction, graphic 

design, typography, photography, 

and more recently, graphic novel 

creation. they have built a strong 

reputation within the creative industry 

by producing highly distinctive and 

innovative work. ultimately they regard 

themselves as image-makers, and 

see all visual creativity as boundless. 

check out their work on the following 

websites: 

www.darkAgeepic.com 

Art direction: 

www.identikal.com

photography and motion:

www.hayeshayes.com

Josh Gorfain grew up in the 70’s 
and 80’s and is infused with way 
too many pop culture references and 
snark to be considered safe for most 
people. After receiving his degree 
in Graphic design and working in 
newspaper advertising, Josh decided 
that his soul was crushed enough 
and decided to make some real 
money writing comics. his first book, 
Sterling, was picked up by Arcana 
comics. it’s a heartwarming story 
about new heroes, old myths 
and snappy patter. soon after, the 
idea for Meatspace vomitted forth 
and after a successful Kickstarter 
campaign…well, here you are.

Andrew Maclean is an up-and-coming 

nYc based comic artist. he spends his 

days drawing comics and designing for 

ad agencies and apparel companies. 

Andrew’s style emerges from a mush of 

artists like Mike Mignola, Gabriel 

bá, rafael Grampa, James harren, toby 

cypress and Jack Kirby. his approach 

to story telling is very cinematic, drawing 

on influence from filmmakers 

like Quentin tarantino and stanley 

Kubrick. For updates, visit him on the 

web at: 

www.andrew-ross-maclean.deviantart.com 

www.andrewmaclean.tumblr.com 

twitter: @Andrew_Maclean
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if you were to ask Mark Farrington to 

describe himself in a few words he’d 

tell you that he’s a comic book 

aficionado who’s not your typical fanboy. 

in reality, you’ll find he’s a fairly likable 

nerd who’s only slightly out of touch 

with reality and harbors a borderline 

unhealthy batman obsession. when 

he’s not talking comics or arguing 

about super hero trivia with his boys 

at Paperkeg (www.paperkeg.com, the 

rolling stone of comic book podcasts 

and websites) Mark can be found 

somewhere in the outskirts of Philly 

eating chicken wings and watching 

reruns of the Superfriends and Batman 

The Animated Series. 

Swifty lang was born in liege, belgium 

and raised in south Florida. After 

graduating from brandeis university, 

he received his MA in Film studies 

from the university of Amsterdam. he 

began his writing career as a film critic 

for The Miami New Times. he is the 

writer/co-creator of Feeding Ground. he 

contributed to the horror issue of the 

comics anthology The Gathering. he is 

currently at work on the first of a crime 

trilogy set in Miami in 1983. he lives in 

brooklyn, new York.

contributors cont’d.

RATIONS
front

Arlen Schumer has been creating award-

winning comic book-styled illustrations 

for the advertising and editorial markets 

for over 25 years, and is one of the 

foremost historians of comic book 

art—Comic Book Artist magazine named 

him “one of the more articulate and 

enthusiastic advocates of comic book 

art in America,” and his coffeetable art 

book The Silver Age of Comic Book Art 

won the independent Publishers Award 

for best Popular culture book of 2003. 

his other books are Visions From the 

Twilight Zone (chronicle books) and The 

Neal Adams Sketchbook (vanguard).

www.arlenschumer.com 
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editor’s note

he first of what I hope 
will be many editor’s 
notes. Haven’t not 
written one before 

I’ll have to ask you to bare 
with me as I ramble on for a 
few short paragraphs. First, 
this magazine would’ve never 
been attempted—much less 
completed—were it not for the 
NBA lockout. As it happens, I’m 
both an avid comics and sports 
fanatic—something considered 
unusual by some—but I disagree. 
IMO, The guy who spends hours 
tracking batting averages or 
playing fantasy football isn’t 
much different from the guy or 
gal who spends hours in a comic 
book store and can name every a 
book a given writer or artist has 
worked on. We are all nerds now.
 This is the driving force 
behind RATIONS Magazine. 
It’s a creative space that aims 
to step outside of niches and 
bridge a few unnecessary gaps 
in the comics and graphic novel 
community. 

As is stated on the cover, 
we’re focused primarily—but 
not exclusively—on covering 
independent and international 
artists/authors with a strong bias 
towards creator owned projects. 
As much as we’re intent on 
making RATIONS accessible, it 
will never be for everyone but for 
those who get it, I promise it will 
only get better from here. This is 
just the beginning.
 To the contributor’s to this 
inaugural issue, I cannot be more 
grateful. Comic book creators 
have to be among the most 
passionate people on the planet! 
Needless to say, without you 
there would be no RATIONS. 
 Readers, thank you for 
taking the time to see what 
RATIONS is about. I, and the 
rest of the team, need to hear 
what you think—what we’re 
doing right and what needs 
improvement. Send us your 
comments at: 
info@rationsmag.com

or converse with us on twitter:
@rationsmagazine

Oneil Edwards
Editor-in-Chief
12/12/11

T

Cover illustration: 
Barnaby Ward (Girl 
On A Donkey was 
created for the 
5 Color Cowboy 
Salon)

need more independent & international comic book 
reviews and interviews?

www.comicbooksnob.com

from the same creative and editorial team that brings you rations magazine
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leonardo
manco Let’s start with some background information on 

you Leo. Where did you grow up?
I grow up in Buenos Aires, in a suburb South of 
the city.

Did you pursue a formal arts education?
Well, what I can say is I belong to the hard-
working class of society and my parents did 
not have sufficient money to send me to a 
school of art. So at the age of 17, I took classes 
in a school for comics where we spent most of 
the time telling jokes, talking about girls and 
jumping from one seat to another.t At the end 
of the year we had a vague idea of what the 
human anatomy was.
 The teacher was excellent and very 
patient with all of us, but I should admit that 
we were very lazy. I would have preferred of 
course to go to a great school of art. I’m sure 
that I would have had a lot of sex and would 
have tried different types of drugs. By the end 
of the year, I wouldn’t have learned much 
about the human anatomy either, but at least I 
would have had lots of fun.
 Anyhow, speaking seriously, in this 
profession you learn more by experience than 
in any kind of school. Having the pressure 
of working for a company makes you more 
responsible and better at what you do.

Are you still residing in Argentina or did you ever 
make the move state-side?
I still continue living in Argentina, I suppose 
that some day I will be able to move to the US. 
Whenever I go there I meet a lot of people who 
I share much with and they make me feel like 
I’m in my own house.

One of our contributors introduced me to Mort 
Cinder, by Oesterheld and Breccia recently. 
Unfortunately it hasn’t been translated to english. 
Who are some other notable Argentinean comic 
writers or artists we should be aware of besides 
you and Juan Giménez?
Almost all the very good classic artists of the 
70s and 90s, as Juan Zanotto, I Lucho Olivera, 
Altuna, Mandrafina, Alcatena, Zaffino, Jose Luis 
Salinas, Alberto Salinas, Enrique Breccia and 
many others that do not come to my memory 
now. But you have an excellent list here. 
There’s a very good book named Red Planet by 
Lucho Olivera, a work he did in the 1978 and if 
saw it today it seems to like it was made in 20 
years in the future.

What’s the comic book scene like in Argentina? 
Is it more European or American?
In fact the comics in Argentine does not exist 
as market. It’s very limited and there are very 
few things that can shine with a European 
style. The artists who have an American style 
emigrate to the big companies like DC or 
Marvel. Let’s say that we adapt to our needs. 
But 20 or 30 years ago, the comics in Argentina 
had a realistic style—a mix between European 
and American, like Alex Raymond and others.

The “mad Argentinean” has enjoyed a meteoric rise 
bringing a gritty realism rarely seen in American 

comics. we delve into the creative mind of the 
industry leader.

“I would have preferred of course to 
go to a great school of art. I’m sure 
that I would have had a lot of sex 
and would have tried different types 
of drugs. By the end of the year, I 
wouldn’t have learned much about 
the human anatomy either, but at 
least I would have had lots of fun.”

RATIONS
interview
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I read somewhere that Warren Ellis called you 
“The Mad Argentinian” what was that about?
Oh, that such a long time ago. In that epoch 
with Warren, we were working together on a 
book for Marvel called Hellstorm. In fact, it was 
my first collaboration for Marvel. I was very 
young, and inexperienced and I have to confess 
that sometimes I had no idea how to interpret 
the scripts so I kind of trapped myself. I found 
courage and did some very wild compositions 
of the story with really crazy ink, centering 
more than anything on the personality of the 
characters hoping somehow the impact would 
hide the typical failings of an artist without 
experience. This was almost 20 years ago. 
The result was very strong characters with 
hysterical madness in every outline every 
panel.
 I should admit that I was really scared. 
I was scared of being rejected as an artist 
for this book. Hellstorm is a superhero and 
my version was not approaching anything in 
the superhero genre, but the surprise of that 
was well recieved. Warren baptized me “The 
Mad Argentinean” and we continued doing 
“madnesses”  in Hellstorm and then, in Druid.

When you signed the exclusive 2 year deal with 
DC back in 2004 to work on Hellblazer was that 
your first exclusive and how did that make you 
feel?
Yes,  it was my first contract and I felt part of 
something really big—like I imagine any artist 
would feel in the same situation. It’s good to 
know there is someone who trusts fullly in 
your work enough to offer you a contract. The 
editor at Vertigo was Will Dennis, one of the 
best editors I’ve worked with and I will always  
be very grateful of this gesture.

You were lauded for your dark, gritty style on 
Hellblazer but then you seemed to adapt that 
style for science fiction and even drama when 
you started working with Radical. How do you 
explain your versatility?
The good thing about having a realistic style is  
you can adapt it to anything because you are 
faithful to a definite reality. It does not matter 
if you draw a western, horror or even sci-fi—the 
work of an artist is to be creative. Every book is 
an abyss and you don’t know what problems 
you will encounter until you are in the middle 
of the process. The timing of a western is 
not the same as a horror story, but if you are 
faithful to yourself, you can find enjoyment 
in  the headache of being able to transmit the 
feeling and the atmosphere of the project.

That’s great advice from a seasoned pro. I wrote 
in my review of Damaged that any book in which 
you are collaborating with Kinsun Loh, Jerry 
Choo & Sansan Saw it’s practically a must buy. 
How did all of you guys get together?
These guys are really brilliant. I can hardly 
wait to see my pages after they’ve colored by 
them. They are a excellent artists—respectful 
professionals. It is an honor to be able to work 
with all of them. The person in charge who 
made it happen is Renae Geerlings, my editor 
at Radical. She is a very dedicated woman who 
knows exactly what she wants and how the 
things must be done. She decided to put us 
together and it was a perfect choice. Everything 
fits in the right place.
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You’ve had a great run at Radical. How many 
titles have you worked on for Radical and which 
would you say has been your favorite?
Till now I’ve only worked on three—Driver for 
the Dead, After Dark, and Damaged—and though 
I like them all, I believe the next one will be the 
chosen one, or probably the following one... Or 
the one that follows this one ;)

Obviously you are now inspiring a new 
generation of comic book artist, who inspired 
you growing up?
Oh, that you say that my work inspires the new 
generations is too much, I am still frightened 
whenever I see a blank page in front of me, but 
it is a great relief for my continuous backache 
to hear that.
 About my influences, Alberto Breccia 
and Juan Gimenez were my inspiration in 
everything along with local artists like  Lucho 
Olivera, Juan Zanotto, Alberto Salinas among 
others. When I was a child (in a galaxy, far far 
away), I use to read comics and copy them 
but these were not about superheroes. They 
were horror, science fiction, classic adventure, 
westerns, etc. These guys made stories for 
adults and that’s what I grew up reading. 
Maybe this is the reason I like to draw the 
things I do. I want, in some way, to be a mix 
of all of them. I pretend to be a kid drawing 
the same stories that I use to read in my 
childhood… My God, I need a therapist…

What titles are you working on now and what 
should look forward to from you in the near 
future?
I am currently working on Damaged, and for 
the future, John Heffernan and I are talking 
about several ideas, ( John is a very passionate 
guy, he loves his work and he can find a good 
idea while just looking at a cup of coffee. It’s 
difficult to choose because all the ideas are 
good ) for Radical, but of course, I can’t say 
anything yet ;)

Are you having fun yet?
Absolutely!

“The good thing about 
having a realistic style 
is you can adapt it to 
anything because you are 
faithful to a definite reality”
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to get their likeness in the comic book for $100. 
Ian Struckhoff (who is running a publishing 
company Black Label Comics, through 
Kickstarter), reached his goal for a one-shot 
comic Failsafe with 92 backers He offered the 
unique chance of being named publisher in 
book for a $440 pledge.
 As you can see, the opportunities 
Kickstarter offers are only limited by your 
own creativity, ambitions and willingness to 
complete what you’ve started. This funding 
method allows creators to maintain complete 
control over their projects, and pre-sell the 
product to investors/fans while keeping them 
updated on your progress. Tony Harris who 
already had a publisher (IDW), lined up for his 
96 page graphic novel, Roundeye: For Love turned 
to backers to cover his production costs and 
other life expenses leaving him free to fully 
concentrate on his book. Are you beginning to 
now to see the implications?
 Publishers are also catching on. Starting 
in October, Media Participation, one of the 
largest French publishers of books and the 
biggest French comic book publisher, the 
parent company of Dargaud, Le Lombard and 
Depuis began a pilot project using Kickstarter 
to fund their upcoming book projects—clearly 
a monumental move that will create shock 
waves throughout the entire industry.
 Unlike other funding forums Kickstarter 
claims no ownership over the projects and 
the work they produce. If people hit the target 
they set, then Kickstarter gets 5% of the 
money raised. Not a bad deal at all considering 
the creator walks away with money in their 
pockets, a completed project and a network of 
supporters.

hen comic book artist, Renae De 
Liz came up with the idea of a 
large scale anthology showcasing 

the works of women in comics she knew she 
was going to need serious funding to get the 
project off the ground and cover the enormous 
printing costs. Renae turned to Kickstarter.
com, the crowd-funding platform created 
for funding creative ideas and ambitious 
endeavors. Renae’s initial pledge goal was 
$25,000. In under a month, she raised over 
$100,000 and her oversized anthology; 
Womanthology was on its way to the presses.
 If you find this surprising or unbelievable, 
it’s only because you haven’t been paying 
attention to the incredible success many 
creative individuals and start-ups have been 
experiencing through Kickstarter. As a tech 
start-up itself, much of the news coverage on 
this funding phenom has channeled through 
tech oriented sites and blogs, but a growing 
number of comic/graphic novel artists are 
turning to Kickstarter to fund their creative 
endeavors.
 Launched only two years ago, Kickstarter 
boasts 10,000 successful projects with over $53 
million pledged and $40 million collected. The 
funding process is an all-or-nothing method 
where projects must be fully funded or no 
money changes hands. Anyone with an idea 
for a film, album, art project, product, or comic 
book could make their pitch, say how much 
they needed to get started, and ask for pledges. 
Generally, perks are offered to pledges, such as 
posters, original artwork, early previews and 
whatever else the creators can think of—the 
bigger the pledge the bigger the perk. For 
example, Blair D. Shedd, creator of successfully 
funded comic series, The Raptor, offered a wide 
array of options including a chance for backers 
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presenting 
the incomparable

BArNABy 
wArd
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Sociopolitics, economics, 
and asymmetrical 
warfare —adam and nick 
hayes, creators of the 
new sci-fi epic dark age 
discuss the very prescient 
realities that informed 
their astounding graphic 
novel.

ForwArd 
the revo

lutioN

RATIONS
interview

I was gonna open things up by asking if you guys 
are Brooklyn natives but that’s now out the door. 
From whereabouts do you hail?
(Adam) South London, there’s a bit of South 
London in the book as well. (laughs)

Yeah, we’ll get into that
(Adam) Yeah, we will.

Did you study photography or art?
(Nick) We studied 4 different mediums—
photography, illustration, graphic design 
and we studied a bit of film as well. It was 
a modular course and it was actually good 
because it allowed us to express ourselves in a 
variety of ways in different mediums. So when 
me and Adam graduated, we actually did an 
art film for our graduation. 

So you guys have been working together for a 
while now…
(Nick) Oh, for a very long time.
(Adam) Since the womb! (laughs)

I thought you were twins but I wasn’t sure.
(Adam) Yeah, we shared a womb together 
and now we share a business together.

That’s cool thinking of the dynamics of twins 
working together to create comics—like Fábio 
Moon and Gabriel Bá—on books where they 
work together one would do the writing and 
the other the art and then on another book or 
chapter, they flip it.
(Adam) Oh yeah, that’s very much like me and 
Nick.

You guys have a successful photo and art 
direction business, when did you decide to you 
wanted to go into the comic book/graphic novel 
industry?
(Nick) This is how it is. We got into graphic 
design because we use to collect and worship 
graphic novels when we were younger. We felt 
that, to get noticed for our graphic novels we 
would need to become graphic artist—earn 
money that way. So we went to school wanting 
to work on comics and graphic novels and we 
come out of it as graphic artist—so we still had 
that itch.
 (Adam) Yeah, so now we’ve scratched 
that itch and that became Dark Age but as 
an idea it’s been knocking around in me and 
my brother’s head since we were teenagers 
youknowwhaImean? Slowly but surely it’s 
evolved—I suppose that’s why it’s such a dense 
book and there’s still much more to come. 
Like the first issue is just an introduction but 
it’s so dense. But while we’ve been building a 
business the graphic novel has always been in 
our head—youknowwhaImean?

Right, so now that we’re onto it—give us the 
synopsis. What is Dark Age about?
In a nutshell, basically the super poor versus 
the super rich set in a near-future scenario.
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I just thought Dark Age was a really apt name 
because the graphic novel is really dark and 
gritty and that’s coming from a long time reader 
of dystopian science fiction. Where did that come 
from?
(Adam) Just growing up. We come from South 
London, and just in the distance you see the 
beauty of what London is and there’s another 
city that’s similar to that—Paris. Paris has 
this beautiful quarter and then it has these 
banlieues—the suburbs. The suburbs are 
absolute ghettoes. I suppose London is like that 
as well and that’s how we grew up.
 (Nick) What we used to do is jump trains 
to Central London—what that means is you 
don’t pay, you dodge it—and when we got to 
central London it was like a utopia. And then 
you knew when the sun was going down you 
had to get back down to the dystopia—to south 
London. 
 (Adam) What we realized very quickly 
when we were younger was that we was 
divided through class. There was a socio-
economical divide. As we was getting older you 
say to yourself, well why is that? And you start 
to figure it out. And me and Nicky were like 
well what if it accelerated. We thought why 
don’t we do a near-future thing like that and 
that’s how the book evolved. 
 (Nick) An interesting fact with London is 
that London has the richest square mile on the 
planet, and it’s called The City…
(Adam) It’s The Corporation of London—The 
City.
 (Nick) Which is where we got the original 
name for The CORPS. But London also has one 
of the poorest areas in Western Europe, which 
is South London—An incredibly poor and 
incredibly rough area. That’s where a lot of the 
influences come from. 

 (Adam) The grit in the book is real. We 
don’t celebrate violence but we weren’t trying 
to do a song and dance around either.

If you look at Young Adult fiction, some 
people have been asking, well why is it all so 
dystopian? Because it resonates.
(Adam) There’s a dystopia everywhere. I’ll 
compare to this: A Wall Street banker with a 
Ferrari and great health insurance and a rice 
farmer in Bangladesh. I mean one guy is living 
in the future and the other guy’s living in the 
17th century.  What we figured out with Dark 
Age is that you can have the future; you can be 
a part of the future if you can afford it.

Cool, so let’s talk about the process—like how 
you guys work together as far as building the 
story and developing the artwork.
(Adam) Writing wise, it was an evolution, 
Basically I sat down, structured and wrote it 
and then my brother read through it—put his 
in. Illustration wise, I would pencil something—
my brother, he’s a better inker than I am—I can 
be expressive in my pencils and then he would 
do this beautiful inking and keep the energy 
and realism that we wanted. When you meet 
twins, some twins actually hate each other, 
whereas others really work well together—
where I’m weak he’s strong.
 (Nick) We have our differences. Adam as a 
creative writer is a lot better than me. The way 
we finished the process of the book we actually 
acted them out. 
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Let’s talk a little more about the artwork, I mean, 
it’s just really meticulous and expressive. Who 
are some of your influences?
(Adam) When we were younger we used to read 
Tintin. My dad bought me a collection when 
I was about 8—we have a whole collection 
now—what sucked me in was the detail. And 
then when I was 12 I graduated to Moebius. 
He’s probably my hero through everything. 
He’s influenced y whole life. And film-wise, I 
remember watching Blade Runner with my dad 
as well. Again, another dense powerful world 
and I’m just into that now because of the 
graphic novels I read. I didn’t buy American 
comics or superhero books until I was 15 or 16 
and someone handed me Hard Boild by Geof 
Darrow and I just went, Wow! I want to be 
doing something on that level.

Geof is incredible. The way he does crowds is 
just on a different level. I don’t think a lot of 
American comic readers know that much about 
him though—he doesn’t produce that many 
books…
(Adam) He hasn’t. His style is so involved—It’s 
really inimitable. And that’s what me and 
Nick tried to evolve is to have something 
that’s distinctively ours. It’s gotta have A. my 
expression, B. his love of perfection and lastly 
it’s gotta convey the message of that dense 
world we’ve discussed earlier. I think Geof 
Darrow has that.  His work  has been small 
but it stands out and it’s powerful. And that’s 
because—and I didn’t know this—but he was 
and understudy to Moebius. 

What?!
Yeah—there we go. It’s amazing that I got into 
Moebius and then Darrow blows my mind. We 
met at Comic Con and he’s just awesome.

So we now have issue 1 completed. How many 
issues will Dark Age run?
(Nick) It’s a trilogy so there are two more to 
come. We’re working on book two right now. 
But we think now it’s time to get a publisher 
involved for the book two because I feel that 
the project has gotten bigger than me and 
Adam on our own. We did this as our dream. 
We put our heart and soul into it we weren’t 
looking to make money. We did it as statement 
for ourselves—that itch is no longer an itch 
anymore. But what we have is something we’re 
really proud of. We feel it’s a beautiful project 
so getting other people involved is the next 
step.

So book one sets the stage and introduces the 
gangs and the political structures in the slums 
what should we expect from book two?
(Adam) Volume two will introduce all our 
female characters. Because in the first book we 
wanted to show you the slums and the political 
structures etc.. What had to be sacrificed 
because of that was our female characters. But 
they make massive entrances in the second 
book and I think people are gonna love them.

“I didn’t buy American 
comics or superhero 
books until I was 15 or 16 
and someone handed me 
Hard Boild by Geof Darrow 
and I just went, Wow!”
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When I was reading it, I thought this would 
make an amazing film. Are you guys looking 
ahead or thinking about a screenplay?
(Adam) At the moment we’re thinking about it 
and what we’ve got here in book one is maybe 
half of a film. But, I think with the second 
book all the loose ends get tied up and all 
the characters get introduced. Also, there’s 
a massive, epic battle at the end of book two 
which is just crazy but it also sets up the third 
book. The things that we haven’t touched on 
in book one are the sci-fi elements, the CORP. 
There are only hints of it in here but it sets up 

the theme of these very primitive gangs against 
these incredibly advanced corporations. But the 
message is strong. What we’re trying to say is, 
no matter who you are or where you’re from, 
if you’re starved of opportunities. If you’re 
deliberately deprived it’s going to create this 
vacuum of hate and anger, so that’s what the 
slums is a representation of. And it applies 
anywhere—it’s happening in Brazil and in India 
where there are 350 million people living a 
middle class lifestyle and the rest of the people 
are the dalits—the untouchable. Obviously 
they’re trying to change it but those chasms 
exist. That’s what we’re trying to say in this 
book; if you’re starving people and keeping 
them at the bottom in society, those people are 
gonna come up. That’s what the story is and 
we’re just setting it in the near future. I mean, 
it’s happening now in America isn’t it?

It certainly is, when 1% of the population holds 
the majority of the country’s wealth. So we’re can 
readers pickup their own copy of issue one of 
Dark Age? 
(Nick) We’re distributing through Diamond 
now, you can find it on Amazon and you can 
get it on our website : DarkAgeEpic.com.

Any last words?
(Adam) Yeah. Just to get ready for the second 
book ‘cause it’s gonna blow your mind, and I 
can’t wait it get it out there.
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Text adapted from the visual presentation made by Arlen Schumer at the 
New York Comic Con panel, Saturday, October 15th, 2011.

The recent court loss for the Jack Kirby 
estate in its battle with Disney, Marvel’s 
corporate owner, over copyright/ownership 
of the Marvel characters, revealed Stan Lee’s 
testimony as being the usual lynchpin in 
deciding the case in his, and Marvel’s, favor, 
that testimony essentially promulgating the 
same misconception that he, not Kirby, was 
the true author of the Marvel Universe by dint 
of his salaried role as editor and writer, and 
Kirby’s professional status as a work-for-hire 
employee. This misconception ignores the 
actual role Kirby played in the actual creation 
of those seminal comic books, as the auteur—
author in French—of their stories. “Auteur” in 
the way Franco-cinemaphiles in the 1950s—
first Francois Truffaut in the journal Cahiers du 
Cinema, and then American counterparts like 
The Village Voice’s film critic Andrew Harris—
postulated their Auteur Theory of Film, that a 
film’s director, and not the screenwriter, as was 
previously thought, was a film’s true author.
 So too can the Auteur Theory of Film be 
accurately applied to the “Marvel Method” of 
comic book authorship, innovated by Lee, who 
gave his artists (originally and primarily Jack 
Kirby and Steve Ditko) anything from a typed 
synopsis of a story to a verbal springboard of 
an idea—the equivalent of the screenplay in 
film—and the artists drew out/plotted/staged/
paced the story visually to fill the page count 
given, using two-dimensional versions of the 
same tools and devices a movie director uses 
to craft a film: casting, editing, lighting, sound, 
choreography—after which Lee would add 
the dialogue and captions to the artists’ work. 
Stan’s interviews from the ‘60s, which stand 
in contrast, and somewhat of a contradiction, 
to his testimony in this case, were submitted 
in documents—eventually thrown out by 

the judge—during the testimony of Kirby 
experts John Morrow (publisher of The Jack 
Kirby Collector) and Mark Evanier (Kirby’s 
biographer); here’s an example:

“I would tell Jack the main idea that I wanted, and 
then we would talk about it, and we’d come up with 
something. I would give him the outline for the story. 
As we went on, and we had been working together 
for years, the outlines I gave him were skimpier 
and skimpier. I might say something like: ‘In this 
story let’s have Dr. Doom kidnap Sue Storm, and the 
Fantastic Four has to go out and rescue them. And in 
the end, Dr. Doom does this and that.’ And that might 
have been all I would tell him for a 20-page story. 
If the book was 20 pages long, I’d receive back 20 
beautifully drawn pages in pencil which told a story. 
Jack would just put in all the details and everything. 
And then it was—I enjoyed that. It was like doing a 
crossword puzzle. I get the panels back, and I have to 
put in the dialogue and make it all tie together. So we 
worked well together that way for years.”

Ergo it was the artists who were the actual 
storytellers, not “just” the artists, with Lee, of 
Marvel Comics, like the directors of films have 
been considered the true authors of their films 
for over 50 years now, entitled to the benefits 
of credit and copyright protection of their 
films.
 At the same time, this is not to deny 
Lee’s co-authorship and creatorship of Marvel 
Comics—he deserves exactly 50% of the 
credit, for his absolutely crucial contributions 
as editor/writer/art director/salesman and 
spokesman—but not a percent more or 
percent less. The sad fact of the matter is that 
Lee has successfully campaigned throughout 
his post-working relationships with Kirby and 
Ditko to create the perception—and therefore 
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4comic creators like will 
eisner and Jm steranko, who 
both write and draw their 
own work, are not germane 
to this discussion; they’re 
already 100% creators of 
their works. the Auteur 
theory in both film and 
comics, as i’m applying it, 
pertains to those directors 
and comic artists who did/
do not write their movies 
or comics, but collaborate 
with screenplay writers or 
comic writers; by dint of the 
act of directing a film, and 
drawing a comic book story, 
the director and the artist are 
the true authors/auteurs of 
their respective final product. 
the comic book works of 
writers like Alan Moore and 
harvey Kurtzman are trickier 
to evaluate; for who is the 
auteur of Moore and artist 
dave Gibbons’ Watchmen? 
who is the auteur of Two 
Fisted Tales/Frontline/Mad? 
because both Moore and 
Kurtzman functioned as 
much as art directors as 
writers—Moore verbally 
with his notorious panel 
descriptions and Kurtzman 
visually with his layouts—
they’re legitimate exceptions. 
the overarching concept of 
the Auteur theory of comics 
is that it applies to any artist 
who does the visualizing of 
a comic book story, because 
the act of illustrating a comic 
book script—whether old-
school full-script “dc style,” 
“Marvel style,” or whatever 
style—makes that artist a 
de facto auteur of the final 
“product” and therefore a de 
facto 50/50 co-creator of the 
work.)

the “reality”—that he was the 
100%, primary, sole creator of the 
Marvel Universe, relegating Kirby, 
specifically, to the historically 
demeaning role of the artist as 
merely a “pair of hands,” a “wrist” 
who robotically drew up Lee’s 
scripts, the only “theory”/process 
of comic book creation the judge 
was presented with.
 The Marvel Method comic-
creation working relationship of 
Lee & Kirby operated, in actuality, 
more like the Beatles’ Lennon & 
McCartney songwriting team; just 
as the early Lee/Kirby Fantastic 
Fours were closer to true 50/50 
collaborations (see Lee’s 1960’s 
interview recollections and typed 
script/synopsis for FF #1), so too 

were Lennon/McCartney’s initial 
songs together. But as the years 
went on, Beatles songs became 
more often de facto solo projects, 
like McCartney’s “Yesterday,” or 
his “Hey Jude,” in which Lennon’s 
lyric, “The movement you need 
is on your shoulder,” is his sole 
contribution—essentially no 
different than Lee suggesting 
to Kirby in ‘65 to have the FF 
fight a really big villain, and 
Kirby coming up with the entire 
Galactus/Silver Surfer trilogy 
(as in penciling the entire story 
out, and writing dialogue bits 
and notes in the margins). Since 
every Beatle song could never be 
perfectly quantified as to who did 
what, John and Paul decided early 

on to credit their Beatles songs to an across-
the-board 50/50 split, “Lennon & McCartney,” 
making it easier to share in the real world of 
publishing credit and royalties. That’s how 
Lee should’ve worked with Kirby, who did the 
heavy lifting of actually “telling” the stories so 
that Lee could “write” multiple comics—the 
practical, economic imperative behind perhaps 
the greatest storytelling breakthrough in comic 
book history.

“That whole thing that he and Jack started was strictly 
for expediency because he didn’t have the scripts 
ready. That’s the reason. It was not done out of any 
stroke of genius, it was done out of expedience. Jack 
would call up and say, ‘Stan, I didn’t get the story yet, 
or the script” and Stan would say, “Ok, what I’m going 
to do is describe the first five or six pages in action 
for you, do them without words and when you send 
them in I’ll put the words in.’ That’s how it grew into 
the Marvel method of art first and script second. It was 
like sunlight had come into the room because this was 
a visual medium that had become a verbal medium 
for fifty ears, and suddenly it was the visual medium 
that it had intended to be in the first place. I think that 
the biggest thing Stan and Jack contributed to the 
industry was that. Visual first was a huge step forward; 
it was like a quantum leap.”

—John Romita

Yet despite this grand recollection, Stan 
always took full writer’s pay, while artists 
like Romita were never remunerated for their 
co-plotting and de facto writing. The most 
egregious example of this practice taken to 
an absurd degree is the famous Nick Fury, 
Agent of Shield #1 (June ’68) opening sequence 
written and illustrated by Jim Steranko, whom 
Stan didn’t want to pay as a writer because, 

according to Steranko, “...there were no words 
on the pages”! This myopia of Lee speaks not 
only to the primacy of word over image in 
both the lay public’s and the average comic 
reader’s—and creator’s—minds, but to the 
misunderstanding of the entire process of 
visual storytelling in comics, where the artist 
has control over sound as well as lighting 
and staging of a writer’s words; If he feels a 
sequence in the story can best be told silently, 
as in film or television, he has that paint in 
his palette. Theoretically, if Stan himself had 
written that Shield story—even traditionally, 
in full-script, with the dialogue he would’ve 
preferred—the auteurship of that sequence 
would still be Steranko’s!
 Because the artist in comics has always 
been the auteur of the comic book reading 
experience, due primarily to the primacy of the 
visuals themselves; or, as artist Gil Kane put it 
once: “The only thing that makes comics worth 
reading is the art.” And Gene Colan said: “Every 
story I ever drew was like being the director 
of a film.” These simple statements are part 
and parcel of the Auteur Theory of Comics, 
the elephant in the room that no one wants to 
acknowledge: that in the verbal/visual medium le
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known as comic books, the visual creation of 
a story is a de facto act of co-creation (and 
therefore morally and ethically entitled to all 
the legal benefits of co-creatorship). 
 Take the origin story, probably the most 
important component establishing the legal 
provenance of a comic character. Lee has 
always maintained, in court and out, that he 
created the character concepts first, and thus 
“created” them fully. But there was a little-
known “character concept” bandied about 
for 15 years, called “Spiderman,” that didn’t 
become a copyrightable/trademarkable/
successful character until artist Steve Ditko 
put pencil to paper and created the “Spider-
Man” we know of, of stage, screen, comics, 
merchandise and de facto logo of Marvel, as 
the mouse ears are to Disney. As Ditko’s iconic 
Spider-Man “self-portrait” implies, a comic book 
“creation” isn’t fully “created” until an artist 
visualizes his own or a writer’s idea/synopsis/
script. Which begs the question: was Stan 
Lee’s verbal origin story of Spider-Man more 
“important” in the overall/eventual success of 
the character than the greatest costume design 
in the history of comic book superheroes by 
Steve Ditko?

“Like film, comics 
are a synchronistic 
collaboration of words 
and pictures, ergo any 
form of a verbal script 
is only half of the art 
form known as the 
“comic book”

Are Gaines’ and Feldstein’s overwritten 
captions and word balloons to those classic EC 
Comics more “important” to their renown than 
the golden-age-of-illustration artwork that 
conformed to their prepared panels? 
 Are Bob Haney’s great 1968-69 Brave 
& Bold stories more “important” than the 
auteurism of Neal Adams’ artwork/storytelling, 
in which he changed all of Haney’s daytime 
scenes to night, just as a director of a film 
might alter the screenplay to more effectively 
work on the screen, not the printed page as the 
screenwriter wrote it?
 Are Marv Wolman’s Tomb of Dracula 
concepts/writing/dialoguing more “important” 
to that ‘70s success story than the auteurist, 
atmospheric artwork/storytelling of Colan/
Palmer?
 When I was reading those Batman reprints 
from the ‘50s in those eighty-page annuals 
during the ‘60s, I was entertained by a raft of 

reprints, all uncredited, as was the DC policy 
then. So why did the stories illustrated by 
(we later found out) the great Dick Sprang 
stand out from the surrounding hackwork of 
Bob Kane ghosts? Because, despite working 
from complete scripts and tight editorial 
control (just like that of the Hollywood movie 
studios) Sprang’s confident, direct, exaggerated 
qualities that we came to love about Sprang 
made every story he illustrated a “Dick 
Sprang story,” no matter whether Edmond 
Hamilton or Bill Finger or whomever wrote 
them, because Sprang was the auteur of those 
Batman stories—just as the great film directors 
Hitchcock, Hawks and Ford, who worked 
from others’ screenplays within an extremely 
collaborative/edited/oft-censored medium, 
with producer control no better or worse than 
comic book artists had to deal with (and are 
still dealing with), were later declared auteurs 
of their films by the French film theorists.
 Like film, comics are a synchronistic 
collaboration of words and pictures, ergo any 
form of a verbal script is only half of the art 
form known as the “comic book”—whether it’s 
as brief as Lee’s capsule directives to Kirby, or 
as extensively detailed as Alan Moore’s panel 
exegeses for Gibbons to follow in Watchmen. To 
those who still damn Gibbons with faint praise 
for Watchmen’s success because, to one online 
poster, “a raccoon could have drawn that story 
and it would have been awesome,” Watchmen 
is, indeed, a 50/50 collaboration no matter how 
you parse Moore’s and Gibbons’ individual 
contributions, and good luck to you if you’re 
going to try—it’ll always be purely subjective. 
Moore’s Watchmen script is only worth what 
someone’s willing to pay to read it in its 
original form, just like screenplays to films are 
available to those who want to read them—but 

“Moore’s Watchmen 
script is only worth 
what someone’s willing 
to pay to read it in its 
original form, just like 
screenplays to films 
are available to those 
who want to read 
them—but neither 
are complete artistic 
entities on their own.”
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neither are complete artistic entities on their 
own. Moore himself would be the first one to 
admit that all of his comic book collaborations, 
with a who’s who of artistic greats like Eddie 
Campbell, Brian Bolland and Bill Sienkiewicz 
are equivalent in their contributions of words 
and pictures (hence Moore’s equitable sharing 
of both the legal and financials of each 
property). And to further diminish the line of 
“reasoning” that Gibbons’ “contribution” to 
Watchmen was somehow minimized by Moore’s 
gargantuan talent, imagine what a less-
cerebral 2000 AD artist than Gibbons would’ve 
done with Moore’s Watchmen scripts—or what 
an average Marvel artist like Don Heck would 
have done with Lee’s “Have the FF fight a really 
big villain” idea, or what kind of costume artist 
Larry Lieber would’ve designed for Spider-Man!
 There is a reason that Alan Moore 
gets more credit from the general public for 
Watchmen than Gibbons does; it’s why Stan also 
gets more credit than Jack. Literary criticism 
far outweighs visual/art criticism in terms of 
both column inches and overall impact and 
ubiquity, with far more literature courses 
taught in universities than art history. And 
because the graphic novel and serious criticism 
of comics as a visual/literary hybrid are still 
relatively recent—and even then, because most 
comics fans are not visually literate enough to 
actually discuss the artistic merits (and faults) 
of comic book art to the same degree that 
they discuss story/character, comics criticism 
pretty much follows the standard story/
characters discussion, with a backhanded 
compliment of the “art chores” usually falling 
to the penultimate paragraph of most comics 
reviews. Combined with the fact that both 
the lay and comic audiences know far more 
about traditional “art”—painting and sculpture, 

and now computer graphics—than they 
know about how comic book art is actually 
produced, and you have the current situation, 
in which Stan Lee is thought of as both the 
writer/creator and the artist of Marvel Comics! 
Want proof? From a recent issue of Comic Shop 
News (#1259), by Cliff Biggers & Ward Batty in 
cooperation with newsarama.com:
 
“Comics icon Stan Lee, creator of the Mighty Marvel 
Universe and characters such as Spider-Man, 
Incredible Hulk, X-Men, and Iron Man...”

Think of this Auteur Theory of Comics being 
the testimony in defense of Kirby that could 
have/should have followed Lee’s entirely self-
serving testimony, enlightening the court, the 
media covering the trial, comic book readers 
and the general public to truly understand, 
maybe for the first time, the role of the artist in 
the de facto co-creation of a comic book work, 
and to the truth of the Marvel Method in actual 
practice, asserting an artist of the magnitude 
of Jack “King” Kirby his morally and ethically 
rightful place as the auteur of the Marvel 
Comics Universe.

where have all the 
happy heroes gone?

by Mark Farrington

As I sIt here In new hAmpshIre’s AIrport ignoring my editor’s 
@mentions of me on Twitter and catching up on the latest 
Bat-crossover, I can’t help but notice that none of my heroes 
smile anymore. The Dick Grayson and Tim Drake I grew up on 
weren’t afraid to smile or be happy whether it was in or out of 
costume. And now, they’re 2 steps away from becoming just 
like every other brooding costumed crime fighter. 
 Now is this concern a bit corny? Maybe, but think about 
it. When’s the last time you read a comic that starred a hero 
who actually (bare with me on this one) enjoyed being a hero?
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When’s the last time we saw the X-Men play 
one of their annual softball games? When was 
the last JLA/JSA Thanksgiving Dinner? And why 
does every book starring a hero who’s even 
somewhat content with their life situation 
wind up getting cancelled?
 Let’s go back to Dick Grayson and Tim 
Drake for a minute. Anyone who’s followed 
those characters may recall that they once 
took pride in the fact that they weren’t like 
Bruce Wayne. At the end of the day, they still 
had friends and still managed to smile. But 
now, that happiness and those smiles are 
few and far between. And it’s not just the Bat 
characters anymore, but I’ll spare you the list.
 I know that grim and gritty sells, I know 
that conflict and pain usually make for more 
interesting stories, and I know that more 
people can relate to misery and suffering 
rather than watching someone who’s content 
with where they are in life…but enough is 
enough. And yes, I get that human suffering 
is one of the most universal feelings that we 
can experience. Believe me, I get it. But so is 
happiness. And here’s the thing: I find that 
characters who are bogged down and mired 
in constant misery have the same stories told 
over and over again. Think about it…how 
often do we see Matt Murdock’s life getting 
systematically stripped away from him; or 
Peter Parker losing his job, his girlfriend, and 
a random cast member all in the same day. 
I remember an interview I once read with 
Brian Michael Bendis in which he said “if you 
love a character, you have to be willing to put 

him through Hell. Think about it. It’d be a 
boring story if you saw a character with little 
conflict and had everything go his way.” (I’m 
paraphrasing, but you get the point.) Well if 
the last 30 years of comic book storytelling 
has done anything, it’s managed to cement 
the fact that we “love” our characters. Don’t 
get me wrong. I’m not proposing that writers 
change their stories to PG love fests full of 
hearts, rainbows, and talking animals. I’m 
all for illustrating that putting on a costume 
and trying to do good can come at a horrible 
price (as brilliantly depicted in Brad Meltzer’s 
Identity Crisis) I wouldn’t mind the occasional 
exploration of how rewarding it can be as well.
                Now that’s not to say that there aren’t 
some writers who let their characters take the 
occasional moment to feel joy and rapture 
at their unique situations. Back when Wally 
West was The Flash, Mark Waid managed to 
balance the amount of angst and happiness 
Wally endured. And lo & behold, not only did 
it keep the title feeling fresh and realistic, but 
it allowed the title character to grow up to be 
healthy and well rounded. (Now I love super-
heroes as much as the next guy, but how 

“I know that more 
people can relate to 
misery and suffering 
rather than watching 
someone who’s 
content with where 
they are in life…but 
enough is enough.”

RATIONS
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many characters are there out there who can 
say that?)  Remember Chuck Dixon’s run on 
Nightwing?  Sure Dick had his problems, but at 
least he managed to forge a full and enriching 
life for himself. And my favorite example of 
this is Kurt Busiek’s Superman: Secret Identity. 
Here, Busiek managed to toe the line between a 
hero’s pain & suffering, joy and bliss perfectly. 
(On a side note, if you haven’t read it, finish this 
article then track that story down. You won’t 
regret it.)  The story is set in the “real world” 
where the heroes of the DCU are characters of 
fiction.  One day, Clark (the hero of the story) 
wakes up to find that he has the powers of 
Superman. And instead of showing the reader 
why being Superman might suck, Busiek 
depicts just how rewarding it can be. The story 
is filled with narrative monologues showing 
how much happiness he is with his having 
powers. Take flying for example.  In every 
happy moment Clark experiences in his life, 
Busiek uses flying to illustrate that moment. (IE 
– His first flight as a boy and how free he feels, 
when he meets his future wife he’s so happy he 
soars over the city, when he finds out his wife 
is pregnant and he’s so excited that he’s flying 
circles in the air). I imagine that his reaction 
to him flying is no different than we’d feel if 
we could soar through the sky.  And while the 
book did have an equal amount of brooding 
and despair, it was an interesting balance to 
what could have easily regressed into a somber, 
brooding piece.
 This phenomenon of turning every 
hero dark and brooding is unfortunately, not 
just restricted to the comic book world.  This 
trend, in my opinion, is the reason why most 
comic book movies fail.  Instead of accurately 
depicting the heroes as who they are, most 
films try to fit them in a “dark and broody” 

mold which rings completely untrue for that 
character.  The dark theme may ring true for 
characters like Batman, Blade, or Daredevil, it 
doesn’t work for heroes whose essence isn’t 
dark and broody. (IE – Superman Returns and 
Fantastic Four.) Instead of examining these 
characters as they’re intended, we’re left with 
dark and angst filled renditions of characters 
who’ve never been that type—and it doesn’t 
take a fanboy to notice when a character is 
off either  I mean, have you ever heard one 
of your non comic book friends talk about a 
comic book movie and say, “it didn’t feel like 
Superman”?  (But that’s another article for 
another time.)  Bottom line is, I miss characters 
who enjoyed doing what they do and it’s high 
time for writers to start showing that again.

“This phenomenon 
of turning every hero 
dark and brooding 
is unfortunately, not 
just restricted to the 
comic book world.  
This trend, in my 
opinion, is the reason 
why most comic book 
movies fail.”
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Sylvain runberg and serge Pellé’s 

Orbital, is a mature pulp science fiction 

series that delivers balanced elements of 

plot, politics, character, and action. set a 

couple of hundred years in the future, a 

very xenophobic earth is poised to join an 

intergalactic organization similar to our u.n. 

At the final conference leading up to the 

confirmation terrorist bomb the meeting 

killing the participants. this violent act 

further adds to the derision and distrust 

many of the other races feel towards 

humanity.

 decades later, and shortly after 

humanity almost exterminated another race 

called the sandjarr in a war, caleb, whose 

orbital
Authors: sylvain runberg & 
serge Pellé

Format: 4-issue series

publisher: cinebook

Number of pages: 48-56 
color

publication: May 2009 - July 
2011

parents died at the conference is paired up 

with a sandjarr named Mezoke. they are 

among the newest class of special agents who 

work as diplomats tasked with keeping the 

intergalactic peace. runberg avoids the trap 

of relying on their history and complicated 

working relationship to move the plot 

along. instead, the two new members of the 

diplomatic peacekeeping organization are 

consummate professionals but the past does 

underlie their differing viewpoints. the world 

of Orbital is vast with complex, intertwined 

histories that are thoroughly developed and 

explained within the plot without resorting to 

narration. As with any good novel; the more 

you read, the more you understand the world 

the characters exist in. 

 Pellé’s lush artwork, a beautiful 

example of the “la ligne claire” or clear line, 

is full of rich textures. simple, clean, but not 

at all bland, his panels, which have a striking 

similarity to hayao Miyazaki’s Nausicaä of the 

Valley of the Wind, play the perfect partner to 

runberg’s sparse but crisp writing throughout 

the series. the alien life-forms are presented 

with incredible variety, as are the space-

faring vehicles and environs. heavy shadows 

converge with light tinted colors adding a 

sense of realism to the books’ adventures.  

 Orbital’s two storylines (so far) are 

broken up into two volumes each of 48-56 

pages of hard-hitting sci-fi adventures that 

are epic in scale but told in a procedural 

style similar to ridley scott’s Blade Runner. 

entertaining and intelligent—read one and 

you are sure to read them all.

Fiddler is a philosopher
Guy is an ambitious schemer

buddy isn’t the brightest candle but he’s 

loyal and in love with venus

venus just wants to be left alone

winston is a purebred snob

And dolly, the lead dog has self-esteem 

issues. 

As for the “the boss” and his “mate” they 

have their own problems to sort out. in the 

unforgiving wilderness where the graphic 

novel Mush! is set, they all need each 

other to survive—everyone has to pull their 

weight. but when Guy makes a play for 

power all their lives, including that of “the 

boss” and his “mate” are put in jeopardy. 

can their clashing personalities survive as 

team?

 Penned by multi-award winning 

writer for The Colbert Report Glenn eichler 

and illustrated by eisner nominated artist 

Be forewarned, the depths of this 

engrossing graphic novel with its various 

intertwined plots and subplots cannot be 

fully appreciated with a single read. I am 

Legion is a serious book which takes one 

of the most momentous periods in recent 

history and adds a sci-fi/supernatural twist 

with class, aplomb and respect. the year is 

1942. hitler is forced into fighting on two 

fronts and things are not going well. his 

commanders are getting desperate and in 

search of anything that can possibly turn 

the tide. when a strange teenaged girl with 

mysterious abilites offers herself to their 

cause some jump at the chance but others a 

little more cautious of her promises. 

 Forget the hordes of bloodsucking 

ghouls. these particular monsters are a 

rare and ancient breed that knows to best 

control man, you don’t need to puncture 

their neck. it’s far simpler to offer them 

power and dominion over their fellow man. 

I am Legion is perhaps better decribed 

Mush!
Authors: Glenn eichler & Joe 
infurnari

Format: trade Paperback

publisher: First second books

Number of pages: 128 color

publication: June 2011

i am legion
Authors: John cassaday & Fabien 
nury

Format: trade Paperback

publisher: humanoids

Number of pages: 184 color

publication: June 2011 
 

Joe infunari, Mush! is both funny, and 

heartbreaking from page to page—

sometimes even from panel to panel. 

the innate charm of the sled dogs’ 

private world and their disparate 

personalities combined with infunari’s 

subdued yet delightfully expressive 

illustrations will win you over from the 

word.., well “mush!” 

as a world war ii graphic novel that 

happens to involve a vampire (or 

two)—think Pbs’s Masterpiece theater 

series Foyle’s War combined with bram 

stroker’s Dracula. legion, penned by 

French superstar writer Fabien nury is a 

supernatural tale for the thinking reader. 

 John cassady, celebrated 

American artist known for Planetary 

and Astonishing X-Men, provides 

his trademark meticulously planned, 

lush illustrations to the collaboration. 

displaying his wide ramge of gifts, 

cassady tackles this grim, energetic 

drama that touch on nazi hunting spies, 

the eastern european underground, 

operation valkyrie , and terrifying 

inhuman experiments with aplomb. 

legion is an erudite, chilling and 

beautifully executed runaway thriller with 

a “did not see that coming” ending that 

shoulder not be missed.
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picking up right where he left off with 

the ground breaking, critically acclaimed 

graphic novel Forty-Five, writer, creator 

Andie ewington continues to breathe new 

life into the otherwise moribund super-hero 

genre. based on one of the James stanley’s 

interviews with Akira tomikawa the younger 

brother to Yuji tomikawa – “the legendary 

bluespear –a superhero that walks the neon 

streets of shinjuku in tokyo,” readers are 

pulled further into the Forty-Five’s universe. 

BlueSpear
Authors: cosmo white, Andi 
ewington, & eddie deighton

Format: single-issue, series

publisher: com.X

Number of pages: 54 color

publication: december 2011

 

the complicated dynamics of family, hero 

worship, duty and privacy are brought into 

clearer focus with this new series when 

s-powered agents from the mysterious Xodos 

organization are sent after bluespear. After 

learning of the tragic difficulties the family 

faced after Yuji acquired his abilities and his 

subsequent role as an adored protector of 

the city bluespear finds himself forced into 

the position of the hunted with his younger 

brother as the bait.  

 As thought provoking as Forty-Five, 

Watchmen, and the few other graphic novels 

that have mingled super-hero genre with 

realism, BlueSpear is also an action-packed 

adventure that keeps you riveted from the 

first to the last page. the leader of the 

operation to terminate bluespear, lotus, has 

the ability to make people do whatever she 

wants and it’s a power she wields often and 

freely like a spiked hammer. As it states on 

the cover, BlueSpear is for mature audiences 

and that tag is there primarily due to the 

shocking behavior lotus culls from the many 

unfortunates who fall under her control. to be 

clear, these are definitely not your run-of-the-

mill American super heroes and villains.

 Artist cosmo white’s manga inspired 

line work and radiant colors are a real treat 

to encounter. easily switching from meditative 

moments to wild scenes of incomparable 

violence white’s visuals make the world 

framed by ewington and co-writer eddie 

deighton more than crystal clear–he makes it 

vivid. this uK published series first outlined 

in the pages of Forty-Five (which should be 

on the shelf of every serious graphic novel 

reader) propose a new super-hero universe 

with the potential to rival the dusty mainstays 

of the big two. Get on board, this ship’s going 

places people.

operation Broken wings, 1936 marks booM! 

studios’ second foray into imports. their 

first imported reprint (back in 2010) was the 

delcourt series, 7 Assassins, illustrated by 

sean Phillips. while i don’t know if that series 

was successful, i’m glad they found reason 

enough to give it another go. Almost two 

years later, booM! have hit the mark with 

this unusual collaboration between French 

comic book writer erik hanna and u.K.-based 

artist trevor hairsine who’s worked with such 

luminaries as warren ellis and Michael bendis 

and is best known for his work on X-Men: 

Deadly Genesis with ed brubaker.

 Part of the Le Casse (translated 

as “the damage”) series, a long-running 

delcourt franchise which operates with a new 

creative team for each volume, Broken Wings 

issue #1 sets up a a slow building potboiler 

in the foreboding pre-war years of Germany 

as it falls deeper into the hands of the nazi 

regime. the story opens in a cell in the 

dungeons below castle stolditz in the 1936 

where Major hans shoeffer, a member of the 

special class of assassins for the reich, sits 

and looks back to the dangerous series of 

events that have brought him there—exactly 

where he wants to be. shoeffer, the Gestapo’s 

most successful killer has a secret. in fact, 

he has many secrets, the most dangerous 

of which being he’s no fan of the new nazi 

regime. luckily, Major shoeffer has a plan. 

if only he can survive long enough to see it 

through.  

 As is often the case with French 

comics, there is a lot of dialogue. Also 

the case with French comics, the dialogue 

(translated by edward Gauvin) is brilliant. the 

colors provided by sébastian lamirand are 

almost universally gun-grey with punches of 

deep red—the color of fire and blood.

to say this book is dark and gritty would 

be just throwing oft used adjectives at 

something much too rich for such empty 

phrases. better to say Operation Broken 

Wings, 1936 reads like a slow motion 

punch to the nut-sack. the writing is cold 

and incredibly blunt—this is no nonsense 

operation 
Broken wings, 
1936
Authors: erik hanna & trevor 
hairsine

Format: single-issue, #1 of 3

publisher: booM! studios

Number of pages: 24 color

publication: november 2011

storytelling at its best—and when paired 

with hairsine graphic yet painterly artwork 

the results are symbiotic perfection. 

 the editors of Le Casse should be 

congratulated for their astute peering of 

hanna and hairsine. browsing through the 

other volumes, i get the sense the creative 

teams they choose for the volumes are 

deliberate and well thought out. here’s 

hoping this won’t be the last volume we’ll 

see in english courtesy of boom!
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circlecircledot
Behold! There’s life outside of comics. We step outside the circle to explore 

a few choice projects from the greater culture.

fashion
has to be one of the coolest sites on the ever-exapnding 

interwebs, http://nerdboyfriend.com/ pulls carefully selected 

images (vintage and new) of famous nerds around the word 

from films, publicity shots or collections then goes one 

further by tracking down retailers where their outfits can 

be purchased. the best thing about this collection is that it 

serves as an affirmation of the consistency and astute style 

awareness of the modern nerd. Yes my friends, there was 

nerd style long before the big bang theory (awful show). 

there’s also fledgling collection for nerd girls as well but that 

still has a ways to go.

http://nerdboyfriend.com/

http://nerdgirlfriend.com/

writers often state that writing a short story 

is far more difficult than writing a novel. 

conventional wisdom would suggest the 

opposite but with short stories there is no 

margin for error. the author doesn’t have the 

luxury of meandering around the point of 

story. to be successful, a short story has to 

be a seamless affair.  the same, i imagine, 

could be said for the short stories that 

appear in comics anthologies. but, just as 

with literary shorts, a successful comic book 

short can be just as powerful and enticing as 

the largest tome. 

thought 
Bubble 
Anthology
Authors: various

Format: single-issue 
anthology

publisher: image

Number of pages: 24 color

publication: dec 2011

with the first anthology produced by thought 

bubble, an annual festival held in leeds, 

england to encourage uK artists and celebrate 

sequential arts, the editors perhaps didn’t 

aim for powerful but they landed a bulls-eye 

when it comes to entertainment, variety and 

humor.  Thought Bubble anthology, published 

by image comics, is a collection of 14 all new 

stories ranging from 1-4 pages.  My personal 

favorites are November in the North of 

England by Andy diggle & d’israeli and The 

Timeless Genius of Leonardo by Mike carey, 

M.d. Penman & Andrew tunney. both of these 

stories, the former being a one-pager and the 

latter running two, are smart and hilarious 

tales about time travel—yet they couldn’t be 

more different in style and tone. 

A drawback one generally finds with 

anthologies is the art and stories tend to 

mirror the editor’s aesthetic. not so with 

Thought Bubble Anthology. the stories run 

the gamut with every considerable genre 

included. whether you are a horror fan, sci-

fi freak or prefer whimsical slice of life tales, 

Thought Bubble Anthology has you covered 

with fresh unique and thoroughly enjoyable 

stories. 

Parenthetically, the artists donated their 

original pages for an auction held during the 

festival. the profits from which were donated 

to a children charity—great comics and even 

better deeds.  
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gaming / the binding of isaac
As a kid, there was probably something you wanted to do or 

have more than anything else in the world. Yet your parents 

just wouldn’t let you, giving excuses like, “it’s too expensive” 

or “You’re going to lose interest in it tomorrow.” inevitably, 

the sting of tears would well up in your eyes. the entire 

universe was against you. if only you could make everyone 

feel the pain of those tears too.

 As an adult, you have probably witnessed at least 

one halloween where a cute, costumed child is bawling away 

despite his parents’ attempt to console him. Perhaps i’m 

mean-spirited, but i find this situation amusing. chances are 

his distress is not a big deal. At the very least, he has loving 

parents by his side.

 that painful childhood experience, seen as amusing 

through an adult’s perspective, is the essence of The Binding 

of Isaac game. while its themes might be serious, like religion 

and child abuse, its pervasive, dark humor keeps it from 

becoming too grim or exploitative.

 the game’s premise is that your mother watches too 

much religious television and eventually hears the voice of 

God telling her to sacrifice you, isaac. As she comes to your 

room to kill you, you find a hole in the floor that allows you 

to narrowly escape to the sinister basement below.

isaac is literally a cry-baby; defending himself from an 

adorable yet deadly menagerie of creeping, pulsing, bleeding, 

poop-laying baddies by shooting them with his tears. this 

can be difficult, but fortunately there are over a hundred 

items that can be found along the way to help even the odds 

(and help you look even odder, as most items cumulatively 

change your appearance).

 if isaac dies, you’ll have to start again from the 

beginning. As frustrating as this sounds, it is actually a 

benefit, since items, room layouts, and enemies are all 

completely random. in addition, the more you play, the more 

items you unlock. this makes subsequent play-throughs more 

interesting and potentially easier.

 on each level, you will fight your way through a series 

of rooms until you find and defeat the boss. besides the 

enemy rooms, there’s a shop, an item room and a secret 

room that can be accessed by bombing a wall. levels ramp 

up in difficulty until the ultimate confrontation with Mom.

 the over-the-top styling of the game, combined 

with the large amount of unlockable content and a great 

soundtrack offers plenty of replay value. Go pick it up for 

$4.99 on steam or even less when they have the inevitable 

sale. either way, it will appeal to both the inner-child who 

never got his way and the grown-up who laughs at how easy 

kids have it these days.
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thelist
film, television, comics/books, etc.. we find out 

what’s inspiring the creators who inspire us

film

i have been watching a lot of 

cronenberg recently, particularly The 
Brood and Videodrome. his films 

transcend genre even though he uses 

it as a vehicle. i love how personal his 

films are and how he is able to tap into 

questions that are so relevant in terms 

of how human beings relate to one 

another through technology. is there 

anything closer to social media than 

James woods getting it on with his tv? 

it blows my mind it’s over 25 years old. 

in the theater, i recently saw Drive and i 

loved it.  stylistically, it reminded me of 

early Michael Mann with a dash of ultra-

violence. it had this strange Action-flick, 

direct-to-video quality that i found 

comforting.  ryan Gosling comes off 

as an heir to steve McQueen, but even 

more so, he had the simmering menace 

of one of my favorite actors, warren 

oates. he offers a new definition of 

masculinity in every performance. 

Movies are ridiculously expensive in 

new York, so unless i know i am going 

to dig it, i usually watch at home.

television
thanks to the wonders of netflix, i 

have been addicted to shows i missed 

on the first go around. i am big fan 

of Trailer Park Boys. i genuinely 

believe that it is the father of recent 

deplorable-friend comedy that we see 

on other shows i love like It’s Always 
Sunny in Philadelphia. what amazes 

me about this show is how regardless 

of how awful the character’s actions 

are you still sympathize with them! 

Plus, it’s funny as hell. i’ll admit it; i 

finally started watching Breaking Bad. 

describing its amazingness is a waste 

of words. i also watch old Twilight Zone 

reruns. if you are looking to tell a story 

through comics, i think it is almost the 

perfect show to snack on. there is a 

very static camera; character blocking, 

lighting, and cut-aways tell the story. tv 

made before three-second cuts became 

the norm is a veritable how-to of visual 

story telling. And it’s a great place to 

steal ideas. i think the most brilliant 

show on television is Louie. i honestly 

can tell what kind of person someone is 

by how they feel about louie c.K. 

music 
little known fact: 

i love to dance. 

it could be my 

Miami roots. 

i am addicted 

to the brilliant 

record label Stones Throw. they are 

literally the blue note records of hip-

hop. Almost everything they put out 

is classic. i love Madlib and Dilla, but 

the guy who i am a huGe fan of is 

James Pants. i think he just creates 

these sounds you don’t hear anywhere 

else. his music is so difficult to classify 

because he is essentially sampling 

himself; he is always experimenting. 

Most importantly, he has a great sense 

of humor. i spoke to him briefly at one 

point about doing a comic together, so 

if you are reading this James, let’s make 

it happen! i also listen to a lot of Mad 
Decent Podcasts that Diplo puts out. 

he has an ear for what’s happening 

this Month:

Swifty lang
writer/
co-creator 
Feeding 
Ground

globally in a way few do. i also listen to 

a lot of comedy podcasts, particularly 

Marc Maron’s. he is the charlie rose of 

comedy; his guests just totally open up. 

his interviews with conan o’brien and 

louis c.K. are genius. 

comics/books 
A recent comic i love is Bulletproof 
Coffin. the artwork is absolutely 

beautiful and it utilizes meta-storytelling 

without being pretentious because it 

creates its own visual language that it 

refers to. it rewards paying attention; 

each panel ultimately has a pay-off. i 

just started reading Jodo/Mobius The 
Incal. i am a huge fan of Jodorowsky’s 

films. the story is so massive, yet 

it reads almost like a sci-fi North By 

Northwest in we have a wrong man on 

the run narrative. John difool has to 

decipher his universe along with the 

reader. i am also addicted to Charles 
Willeford, a Miami-based crime writer. 

however, it’s limiting to throw him 

into that heap. his criminals are as 

interesting as his heroes and it’s often 

difficult to distinguish the two. he is 

able to mix in the prosaic with high-

action in a way that’s just hilarious. 

the idea of hitmen doing laundry that 

we attribute to something like Pulp 

Fiction is actually rooted in willeford; 

tarantino will vouch for that (not that 

we’ve spoken). i’m working with Michael 

lapinski on an upcoming crime project 

set in 1983 Miami. some of my reading 

has been guided by research for that. 

etc...
i have started a writer’s group for 

comics writers, mostly in brooklyn. As a 

writer your feedback loop is quite small, 

for better or worse. usually it’s an editor 

and the artist. the group is a place to 

talk shop. i was late to the game as 

it wasn’t until i read Blackhole that i 

discovered what the medium could be. i 

am also working on a screenplay that is 

a punk-rock adaptation of a dostoevsky 

novel. don’t want to say which one, as 

it is in the public domain. it is always 

about storytelling first and then which 

medium best serves the story. writing 

comics has made me a better writer 

overall. to say you are going to only 

work in one medium is ridiculous to 

me. one should experiment with other 

disciplines. it’s a good thing creatively 

to do something you suck at. it takes 

you to a truly creative place. For 

example, i have rapped on a couple 

of tracks that will hopefully never be 

heard. 

“To say you are going 
to only work in one 
medium is ridiculous 
to me. One should 
experiment with other 
disciplines. It’s a 
good thing creatively 
to do something you 
suck at.”
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